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SCANGRIP I-VIEW
headlamp a LED 400 lumen

        

   

Product price:  

71,90 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

SCANGRIP LED headlamp 400 lumen 

RECHARGEABLE LED COB HEADLAMP FOR ILLUMINATING THE ENTIRE WORK AREA

Equipped with the latest COB LED technology, I-VIEW is a rechargeable headlamp that provides
powerful illumination.

Compared to the previous version, I-VIEW has been significantly upgraded in terms of luminous
flux,

battery capacity and design to improve performance and user experience.

Unlike other headlamps that provide a beam of light,

I-VIEW is designed to provide optimal working light that illuminates the entire working area.

Equipped with a continuous dimmer function, the light output can be adjusted according to the
work activity

in the range of 10% to 100% up to 400 lumens.

When in sensor mode,I-VIEW can be switched on/off only by waving a hand in front of the lamp,

even while wearing thick gloves.

As an optional accessory, SCANGRIP POWER BANK 03.5782 can be used to increase the
operating time.

Simply attach the powerbank to the headband via the supplied flexible clip holder and connect the
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cable to the headlamp.

New rechargeable battery system and comfortable design

The headlamp is extremely lightweight with a modern and dynamic design. It also comes with a
battery indicator

in the front. The thin black fabric strap makes it comfortable to wear all day long. Dust and
waterproof (IP65).

Why you should choose I-VIEW

Powerful rechargeable headlamp up to 400 lumens

Continuous dimmer function to adjust the light output

Illuminates the entire workspace

Optional powerbank for extended runtime

Ergonomic and exceptionally lightweight design

Dust and waterproof

Technical specifications SCANGRIP LED headlamp 400 lumens:

Luminous flux: 400 lumens
Lamp type: LED COB
Maximum illuminance: 1000 lux @ 0.5 m
Illuminance distance: 0.5 m
Light colour: 6000 Kelvin
Main beam angle: 110° - 60°
Battery capacity: 1600 mAh
Battery type: Li-ion
Battery voltage: 3.80 V
Cable: 1 m USB to mini DC
Maximum consumption: 3.25 W
Charging input voltage: 100-240 Vac / 50-60 Hz
Length: 100 mm
Width: 38 mm
Height: 50 mm
Weight: 0.10 Kg

Looking for a lighting system with different features? Here you can find the area dedicated to
professional lighting systems SCANGRIP or other specialized brands.
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Images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revision by the manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Protection degree: IP65
Type of lamps: LED
Total lumens (Lm): 400
Length (mm): 100
Width (mm): 38
Height (mm): 50
Weight (Kg): 0.10
Video: cF7CjfjGSyA
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